
PERSUASIVE ESSAY ON SPEED LIMITS

Free Essay: Argue for the limitation of speed limits In American society today, there are numerous laws designed to
protect all citizens.

Should highway speed limits be increased? First of all it is obvious that a motorist driving over the speed limit
has more chances of getting into an accident that a motorist who is traveling at the average speed. People pay
to drive so they can get from A to B in a relatively short space of time, reducing speed limits and raising taxes
are not compatible. Second, either some electronic method using radar or laser instrumentation authenticates
that officer's guess. Fuel tax exists to reduce car use rather than to make money. High tax on cars is not value
for money if you have to drive at a snail's pace It is unbelievable that tax keeps rising on cars when the actions
that you can take with your car are being reduced. Limits on Our Choices Nature versus nurture has always
been a significant debate in society Teenage curfews produce many different positive and negative views in
parents and teenagers. The speed limit should be lowered so we can control accidents caused by high speed
driving, pollution, and the high cost of operation and insurance. The fear of receiving a speeding ticket alone
would probably not be enough to deter committing the offense First, the least sophisticated method is
dependent upon an officer's ability to guess your speed. They will instead feel as if though they were being
treated as children. Why or why not. It is true that the government claims to set speed limits that are for the
public well being. Also, braking distance is dependent on the condition of the road, condition of the tyres,
pressure applied to the brakes and any supporting technology. Of course you do -- there are so many laws it is
probably difficult not to. Trust, otherwise known through reasoning, is depicted from faith, where which both
work hand-in-hand with each other. Speed limits should be reduced Yes because This essay will argue just
how dangerous driving under the influence of sleep deprivation really is. He was not intentionally speeding
just to get away with it If not, what are some of the limitations of travel at the speed of light and are
researchers trying to resolve them So think about the poor people who are charged with slowing down the
traffic around our towns and cities. With the possibility of energy saving in mind, advantages of this approach
will be discussed. It is irresistible not to read about personal lives of the various famous people with pictures,
or watch what is happening on the showbiz The simplest way to lower speed limits is to have shorter sign
posts. They are reaching tops speeds twice as fast of the Olympic runner, Usain Bolt.


